I
N a letter to Archibald 1\1acLeish, St. John Perse-Alexis Legerwrites: "Of all the museums of Europe through which out of courtesy I have passed . . . I have retained a very few impressions . . . . " To round out the word "impressions,'} Perse mentions objects that range from a crystal skull to ornamental linings of cigar boxes. This vignette that Perse provides-the poet preserving his courteous attention as he wanders among the glass cases that hold up the remnants of a confused past to our view-some readers of Anabase may judge is a further indication that the poet is arbitrary and capricious. Is it not possible to suppose that the author of Anabase-like his other self who, one supposes, strolls through a hall, pauses attentive before a set of armour for an Infante, and then moves on-is guided by what, in more rationalistic ages, would have been called blind whim?
Judgment impatient and hasty, judgment that is eager to terminate the problem set for it by Anabase, may be quite willing to make this use of the clue Perse provides. It is a quick end to one's labours to suppose that Anabase is the capricious, unorganized record of a cultivated stroll through another greater museum than Perse has ever visited in Europe, a museum not housed in a public building where the exhibits are ticketed to show era and provenience but an openair museum wild and confused, a museur:n carelessly accumulated from the detritus of the past and offered us by a poet whose only guide is his own arbitrary, unsystematic will. Such judgment might run that in An abase he invites the public to stroll past his exhibits: horse-sacrifice, the trades followed in an ancient city, and the linen of ancient queen and princess laid out on the ground to dry, and brown at the armholes frmn perspiration-.
When a friend returns from a long journey-and A nabase represents a very long journey-we listen to his impressions, and we have little inclination to blame him for not noticing other things. We note that he has made a collection of facts, interesting or beautiful in their own right (as are many of the "facts," the images and views, offered by Anabase). We do not berate our friend for failing to systematize his facts, to draw from his travels a generalization singular and yet moving that shall suddenly illuminate all human experience. It is not, we grant, the task of the traveller in space to discover the meaning of his travels. (And Perse is a traveller in time as well as space.) It is enough that a man has travelled with responsiveness. It is enough that Anabase is a melange of aptly recorded impressions the poet has had concerning ancient migrations. It would be wrong to inquire why the poem does not contain other impressions, and why it does not at once drive toward an "overwhelming question." Perse's poem-such an estimate might conclude-has for its analogue the poet's own private recollection of museum exhibits; he remembers this, and he does not remember that. At this point, speculation about the poem does well to halt.
So might run a judgment of the poem, though one might add the tolerable qualification that the poet's memories or impressions are organized by a simple plan suggested by the alternate repose and movement of ancient peoples. AnabaseJ so viewed, is a rarefied, unsensual bon voyage basket, packed with delicacies that one samples at random. More soberly, Anabase is a poem that may be regaraed as a source of aesthetic . pleasure, intense and ·pure but also disparate and devoid of real organization and significance. The framework of alternate city-building and migration is a convenience, no more. The framework is like the base metal that is fashioned to form a reliquary; it exists to be encrusted with the pure gems which Perse takes up from the chests of treasure that he has come upon.
II
All this is very convenient to the reader. He takes the cash (the aesthetic delight) and presumes there is no credit (no rationale and no emergent meaning in the poem). But, by the mid-point of the twentieth century, to rest in aesthetic delight ministered to by a poem like Anabase should be seen as a clear evasion of duty. Anabase, the English as well as the French reader should know, is not unique. It is a member of a genus that accumulates species as the decades of the century pass by. Joyce's Ulysses and ·Finnegans Wake, E1iot's The Waste Land) Pound's Cantos, and Perse's Anabase: these are works which constitute recognizable examples. These members of a literary kind, a kind peculiar to our era, have striking markings. To the conventional judgment, they are formless; that is, they do not offer the reader the convenience of either a narrative or a logically disposed argument. To the conventional judgment, these works offer, to a greater or less degree, the confusing riches of sharply· presented images chosen according to a principle of selection not immediately obvious, and arranged (if arranged at all) according to a scheme that does without the "artful aids" of logical categories and clear transitions. It is a kind that, for readers who find their initial reaction one of pleasure rather than irritation, encourages intense and unanalytical participation. One's first duty would seem to be that of being adequate to the recorded emotion and sensibility of the writer.
But past criticism of other members of this kind should suggest that delight is but a stage, a halting-place, in one,s reading of Perse's poem. For example, it has been made clear that absence of flat statement as to intent and meaning does not justify the judgment that the mixtures of cultural memories in Finnegans Wake and Pound's Cantos permit one to say that the two works are cultural rubbishheaps. Absence of conventional form does not mean absence of organizing and directing form in The Waste Land and Ulysses. Nor does, in Pound's poem, the mixture of most of the levels of English and American usage with foreign tags and snatches, or the merging· in Finnegans Wake of many languages justify the obvious judgment upon these works: that here are erudition and ingenuity gone mad, that here is a "decadence" that Max Nordau, in his tum-of-thecentury simplicity, scarcely dreamed of. In fact, criticism of all these works has suggested observations that are highly useful when one tries to think intelligently of Perse's poem. Criticism, naturally, has reached no final agreement, but it has set up the following as strong possibilities: ( 1) Lack of some kind of traditional form does not automatically mean the absence of any kind of form or method of organizing sensibility. ( 2) The emphasis on directly rendered sensi~ bility is the result of a suspicion of the older rational or logical ways of handling what is given by the senses. ( 3) The range of materials -usually bewildering to the conventional reader-represents an effort to make available to modern cultures sections of past human experience that have been overlooked. ( 4) Absence of explicit statement does not mean absence of specific meaning or point. In these works, however, this point is not provided by the author but is the end-product of a successful relation between the poem and the reader.
These are observations that have risen from careful reading of poems or works other than Anabase. It can be suggested that they cast a good deal of light on Anabase. Perse, like the other writers mentioned, wanders through the vast rubbish-heap piled up for us by the past. He picks and chooses, and his poem is an effort to assimilate what he has taken up, without committing the offence of poets of the past, that of distorting it beyond recognition.
III
Older acts of picking and choosing are (such a work as Anabase suggests) no longer valid; they are not likely to produce, for our culture, anything but boredom or entertainment, according to the reader. The approach of Victor Hugo to past history, Goethe's effort to appropriate the fruits of Greek culture, Keats's naive patronage of the Middle Ages: all these were frontal attacks on the secrets of human experience supposedly locked up in past societies. There are grounds for arguing that this is an attack that does not work. The Elgin marbles are carried off to the British Museum, and the head of Nefertete is set up in Berlin; but the Parthenon is not captured for our profit, and the temple-tombs stand undisturbed at the edge of the Nile valley. The heart of the ancient culture does not beat for us; the vital force that created-the cultural objects in our museums is untapped. The explorations of past ages with the intent of capturing insights that shall be sovereign for present ills, all these (within the limits of conventional literary forms, drama, narrative, or "philosophical poem") produce the pastiche and justify the depressing o~ervation that all writing of history produces no more than a history of the present. If he is content to work within conventional limits, the poet produces works that mirror his own age accurately and leave (to quote from Perse's letter to MacLeish again) no more than a "romantic after-taste." If one is to taste, really and not delusively, the fruits of another culture, those fruits must be gathered in other ways. They must be, if the term is allowable, surprised.
Anabase abounds in these techniques of surprise. What narrative there is, in the poem, is a typical rather than a specific narrative. What one can perceive is the pains of city-founding, the growth of settled life, and then the rebirth of the restlessness that sends a whole civilization forth on further "folk-wanderings." But these are not seen very well. The central "truth" of a certain section of Perse's poem-a "truth" which a nineteenth-century poet would somewhere present as a clear abstraction-exists only in the mind of the poet and in the mind of the successful reader. What one can see in the poem is a succession of minutiae that (shall we say?) will coerce the emergence, in the mind of the reader, of the abstraction which guides the poet as he selects from the rubbish-heap 9f the past the specific objects to be rendered. in his verse. The nineteenth-century poet delighted in telling one what a past culture was-"the grandeur that was Greece, the glory that was Rome." In contrast, Perse throughout his poem provides us with materials on which to base generalizations; but the details included are not all on one level of explicitness and significance. It is as if the total truth about any past stage in human struggle is composed of diversified and even inharmonious materials: the traders in the market-places of the poem, the wind from the west, the unaccompanied songs of girls.
Perhaps, the accent of the poem suggests, ·any section of time, if properly reconstructed, should offer to the reader an intense present rather than the reconstructed past. The fault of the conventional "rescue}' of the past is that everything dredged up is at once ticketed as Greek or Roman or medieval. What was once various and incons~quent and vital is regularized; a past age becomes typical and loses touch with its springs of vitality. Perse's presentation has the effect of preserving the intense -present; the throng of images is to be apprehended rather than understood. If understanding is to come at all (and I believe it does in this poem), it must come only after the reader has suffered the buffets and wrestled with the non-sequiturs of the intense present. The serious reader is -not to be allowed easy access to such statements as: "Greece was . . ." or "the Middle Ages were . . . . " What he arrives at, pressing his way forward through the medium Perse contrives, may well be as simple as the judgment that begins, "Greece was . . . . " But it will be a judgment that the reader has earned, and it will continue to have around it an aura of uncertainty, the very aura (we recognize) that surrounds any laboured generalization that we finally utter about the_ society in which we live, our own particular "intense present." In short, Anabase has a form, and it is one that provides a series of impacts. It provides them, one might note, without logical link or author's explanation. The result, often, is initial -confusion; it is also the initial sharpness that belongs to the intense present rather than the understood past. The past, once understood, is dead and inoperative for a later age; its glory has departed. The present-if we can resuscitate it rather than its ghost-may trail little glory, but it is infused with vitality.
There is, this poem testifies, another cause which leads men of our century to prefer the direct instant rather than the remembered one decently dressed and laid out in its funeral weeds. This cause goes deeper than the rejections of the conventional and rational handling of historical material just described. It leads to a flat rejection of the reason and its supposed powers, not just a criticism of those powers as they are exercised in historical reconstruction but as they are exercised in any connection. A poet like Perse does not go so far as to say, by his preoccupation with the movements of sensibility, that man "thinks" with his epiglottis (a behaviourist tenet); but the effect of his poem is to assert the tenet in softened, more acceptable form. The only "real" is the moment of sensing, seeing, or smelling. Poetry is concerned with reality when it reconstructs, so far as words can reconstruct, what is valid only when given by the five senses. Poetry departs from reality whenever it spends its time retracing the processes of the mind, processes that express themselves in inference, argument, and the . comparison and valuation of immediate experience. This is the more deep-lying consideration that enforces Perse's abstention from evaluative statement. Such statement will not only weaken the presentation of the "intense present"; it will involve the poet in a kind of activity (reasoning) which has never done much to guide and enlighten men, which is, as our word "rationalizing" suggests, at best "busy work" after the fact. It is perhaps a cou,nsel of perfection to suggest that one may live by the facts and that . one may brush away from them the cobweb-connections that reason has provided; but it is a counsel that in Ana base is followed. The artifices of reason, though doubtless they would facilitate understanding, are avoided. Perse's reproduction of the present moments is abundant and generous; abstract statement, upon its infrequent appearance, :is compressed and grudging, as in the last lines of the poem : 
. (VIII)
It is perhaps inevitable that at times the earth should be given over to explanations, but Perse has seen to it that his poem is not.
If Perse's poem has a devotion to the immediately perceived (or what t~e poet judges would, in another age, be immediately perceived), a devotion that is expressed by both Joyce and Pound in other ways, and if the poem is in effect a disavowal of much that has gone to furnish older poems, Platonic or Christian, it also resembles much in the present world of letters at another point. At least, the English-writing authors we use for reference are, each in his own way, very knowing men; and if the learning that Pound displays in his serial poem and that Joyce pours out in the pages of Finnegans Wake is adjudged eccentric, it is a deviation from what the conventionally well-educated man knows that is more than caprice; nor (a usual charge) is it snobbism pure and simple.
The classical education which provided many generations of poets with materials available for use was really highly selective, partly , because of the accidental obscuration for millenia of Egyptian and Mesopotamian culture, partly because the continuous story of Greek and Latin culture could be made (if looked at in retrospect) to sanction reason on his throne and the abstractions that were his ministers. -Since the modern writers in question have their motives for wanting to tumble reason from the throne he does not deserve and since these writers wish to put sensation, accurate and intense, in reason's place, it is not strange that these writers all find other sections of human experience more usable. The pre-eminence of the Fisher King in The Waste Land, a personage whose origin antedates Greek culture; the linguistic play of Joyce's work that puts a great n1any cultures and eras on one plane; the dependence of Pound on Chinese culture, a culture that few Western poets have mastered: this is all part of a search for materials that have not been worked as exhaustively as have the Greek and Roman materials. This is not to say that the Greek and Roman materials could not be worked to yield their own "intense present"; but they have been made, for so many centuries, the basis of abstracting, generalizing treatment of the past that it is safer to turn to what is unsullied and fresh.
What Perse turns to is the monotonous, repetitive panorama which is offered by the civilization of many centuries along the Fertile Crescent in Mesopotamia and in lands to the north and east. It is difficult to be precise as to what people and era are intended. The Sabeans (V) were a Semitic people who lived along the Red Sea during the first millenium before Christ. The Seleucids (VIII) were the rulers who took over the central portion of Alexander's empire. Further, the geographical regions cannot be precisely identified. The first city (I-IV) is laid out, we are told repeatedly, on a slope and so is not to be readily identified with mankind's earliest cities like Sumer, Akkad, and Erech. The Kassites and the Elamites, however, moved from higher lands north-east, into the Fertile Crescent; and to these two nations might be added a long catalogue of other peoples who have also moved westward across the region: Turks, Mongols, and Tartars. As for the sea which, at the end of the poem, stirs the folk to new movement, there is no reason to say that it must be one of the following: the Caspian, the Black Sea, or the Mediterranean, although the mention of the Seleucids and the Sabeans gives the Mediterranean the edge. One cannot be precise about the folk; one must be similarly uncertain about the sort of person the Stranger is who is involved in setting up the first city an'd in making the tribe a nation. Is this Stranger a conqueror after the style of Darius the Persian whose power was used beneficently? Or is he a simple vessel of wrath like the later Tamerlane? Do his functions hark back to very ancient ones, when every king was a priest-king so that his health was the health of his people? The reference to the Stranger's failing health-"il n'y a plus en lui substance d'homme" (V)-coincides with the growth of the desire of the people to move on. Nor do the references to ancient code and religion allow one to say: Not this people but that. The power of the sun is acknowledged (I) ; the colt that is born in the introductory song is sacrificed later on (X). But Perse will not be committed, for the horse-sacrifice is but one of many sacrifices: "beaucoup de chases sur la terre a entendre et a voir, chases vivantes parmi nous !" It is as if the very multiplicity of rite and custom is introduced to keep us from deciding what movement of peoples is in question. Some details assert that the city being founded was one of the first cities: "Ainsi la ville fut fondee et placee au matin so us les labiales d'un nom pur'> (IV) . At least, it has been many centuries since all cities bore the name of a god. Yet other details make the founded city practically contemporaneous with us: Because of this uncertainty-an uncertainty that the poet could resolve but that the poem does not-Anabase places before us a special problem, one that is hardly comparable with the uses of the past made in poems that otherwise have much in commmi. with Perse's work. The questions take this shape: Why does Perse, once he has found his usable past, refuse to commit himself to specific parts of it? Why, though the successive moments of the revived culture are presented as portions of an "intense present," are we left groping as to when that culture existed? Answers to these questions do a good deal to clarify Perse's attitude and the total effect of his poem. Here too, though on its own terms, Anabase resembles other modern works of whi~h it has been suggested that "absence of explicit statement does not mean absence of specific meaning or point."
One, may begin by suggesting that the uncertainties noted exist as a means of directing the reader toward the proper assimilation of the materials the poem places at his disposal. Culture-historians point out that the early history of the Fertile Crescent and adjacent regions runs a course different from that of Egypt and that of Greece.
The history of Egypt was played out in comparative isolation, at least during its formative, creative years; and circumstances favoured, for Egypt, a prolongation of life that few other cultures have enjoyed. The history of Greece offers us another spectacle of the development and adjustment to each other of certain given cultural factors. The isolation was not so complete as Egypt's, and certainly the speed of the drama was swift: the drama was over and done with in what is, historically speaking, a short time. The history of the Mesopotamian region offers us a different picture; it is in this difference that may lie both the attraction of this material for Perse and the reason for his failure to be precise and identify the folk of his poem as a particular folk.
Mesopotamian origins go back as far as Egyptian, and yet the process that we now discuss continues more than a millenium into our era. It is a curiously inconclusive section of human hlstory; whereas the stories of Egypt and Greece are, each in its way, conclusive. An inspection of the first three thousand years (to 1000 B.c.) offers us, in the land along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, a great many stories; Lagash, Kish, Sumer, and a great many other cities are founded, often un~er the supervision of a remarkable man whom historians call a "culture-hero" and whom Perse calls the Stranger. The city is named for a god; and around the holy places cluster the houses of workmen whose many trades Perse catalogues in X. The history of this region tells us repeatedly how cities are imperilled by neighbouring cities, how leagues are fanned and disintegrate, and how one priest-king gains hegemony over several other cities. Yet all this fades before an onslaught from without or because (some guess) of an interior "failure of nerve." Onslaughts are invited by the very geographical situation of these regions; there are no barriers of sea or mountain to turn aside envious or greedy tribes from without, and the spectacle of the settled city with its green fields stirs the cupidity of desert-dweller to the south and mountain herdsman to the north and east. This, or something like, is what the history of this great stretch of land has to offer an imagination that is seeking a usable past. · The history of Egypt and even more the linked histories of Greece and Rome constitute dramas. The Egyptian one tells of decay that is arrested. The Greek and Roman stories present more exciting material: decay that spreads through the body politic once and for all. In Mesopotamia, though cities rise and fall, though at later periods Arabs and Turks and Mongols sweep across the defenceless plains, there is nothing conclusive about the spectacle. Rather there is a resemblance to the endless films to be seen in a peep-show gallery; one puts in his dime, the dancer enters, performs, and retires-and if one puts in another dime, the dancer will return with identical mien and gesture.
That the successive civilizations and wanderings and invasions offer an analogous spectacle may explain several curious features of Anabase already noted. It explains why there is no effort to suggest to the reader that the people involved is a particular people. What definite references the poem does contain suggest instead that these are all the wanderings and city-foundings that this region has known, and that Perse may wish to make vivid the "intense present" of all the film-like repetitions that constitute history in this area. By restricting the poem to the laws and customs of one people (say, the Assyrians), Perse might reduce the suggestiveness of his poem. (A parallel to his choice is Eliot's merging, in The Waste Land~ of a great many religions and their formulae and symbols.)
Finally, it can be suggested that Perse, in Anabase~ is committed as thoroughly as was an older poet when he provided his poem with an explicit motto and a moral. Perse the poet is not arbitrary in the sense suggested by Leger's recollections of European museums. One may only speculate why Alexis Leger recalls the suit of armour he saw in Madrid, but one may be rather sure why the poet chooses to recall the whole confusing, repetitious drama of history in Me~opo tamia and nearby regions. More so than in other works of its kind) there is in Anabase a narrowing of scope, an arrangement of precise sensory figures that is as full of "insidious intent" as an essay of flat exposition.
What is this "insidious intent," an intent never stated but firmly guiding the poet as he picks out the details that compose his intense and persuasive present? The specific meaning or point of the poem, a meaning that does not force the poet to wade in the muddy waters of abstraction since it leaves that labour to each reader, takes this shape: history offers us this interesting lesson (or at least that section of history which Perse has rendered in the poem)-the essence of human history is its cyclic quality, a quality that the Greeks, with less reason than had the people in Anabase, perceived. Within these cycles there may be variations. The character of the wandering people may change, and the new city may not be an exact copy of the old one. But these variations are without meaning, the basic steps of the dance are always retraced. -Why should Perse think it necessary to fashion a technically unorthodox poem that has, after all, a platitude for its point? One may guess. That history repeats itself is a platitude that we utter cheerfully, but it is one that we, as Western men, do not really believe. Western men have not believed it since the Renaissance and have given the bulk of their credence to the occult powers of progress that somehow will set each new generation apart from previous onesprogress which will create for Western man a unique destiny which is the product of technological ingenuity and social tinkering. Perhaps the statement that history repeats itself has been rejected even longer by our culture; predominantly Christian centuries certainly would not subscribe to it since they naturally believed that the incarnation of Christ made the centuries that followed the event utterly different from those that preceded. Thus, though men may give lipservice to the proposition that history is one film that is shown over and over again, they really do not believe it. In their hearts there is a deep-seated conviction that they struggle forward through the morass of war and poverty toward a Last Judgment or a utopia that shall make all the difference.
Anabase, one may suppose, exists to make an attack on bland, fantastic assumptions that in no way have the warrant of fact, assumptions that make man's plight worse because they counsel him that it can be better. Further, it is a flank attack. That is, it employs the techniques that allow the poet to approach his point without announcing it; the frontal attack, the confrontation of one abstraction with another, would not work. I de as about history and ideas about progress are the intellectual small coin of our culture which, at our play, we pyramid and lose without much sense of real gain or loss. If we are to be torn from our folly, from our worship of progress or concern with salvation, it is our feelings that must be changed, not our ideas. We must be made to feel, rather than to know, that human existence is set about with the barriers that history (or the section that Perse presents) so richly testifies to. Poems written in other centuries have sought to alter man by pressing upon him ideas and illustrations of ideas, and they have altered very little the courses that man has followed. Anabase is an attack on the emotions of man, of which ideas (one judges) are but a faint exhalation. That such attacks are being made by a good many writers, and made independently of each other, must be recognized by persons who try to chart the drift or (if the expression is preferable) measure the drive of modern literature.
